Open Access deals for NTU authors
NTU authors can benefit from a range of agreements with publishers that provide
discounts on article processing charges (APCs). Current deals are listed below but
please be aware that negotiations between publishers and universities are reviewed
frequently and the terms and conditions may change without notice.
The library will only authorise APC payments if we have received a completed OA Fund
Form with sign off from your Associate Dean for Research.
Contact your Research Support Librarian for support with completing the form and
further information about open access publishing.
Publisher:
Deal: (Discount)

NTU pays:
Procedure:

American Chemical Society
Standard APC is $3000. A $1000 discount is applied for
being an NTU author and a further $1000 discount if you
are a personal member of ACS.
NTU author: $2000
NTU author and personal member of ACS: $1000
You must publish with a CC-BY licence: add $500
Author chooses to publish open access at point of
submission and raises an invoice which must be forwarded
to the library for payment.

Publisher:
Deal: (Pre-payment
account)
NTU pays:
Procedure:

BioMed Central (BMC)
NTU has a pre-payment deposit account with BMC that NTU
authors can draw upon subject to ADR approval.
£1,250- £3000
The library will provide you with the account code
(sometimes referred to as a membership number) which
you will need at the submission stage. The library is then
asked to authorise your payment.

Publisher:
Deal: (Pre-payment
account)
NTU pays:
Procedure:

PLOS One (Public Library of Science)
NTU has a pre-payment deposit account with PLOS that NTU
authors can draw upon subject to ADR approval.
$1,495
Select NTU from the drop-down list at point of submission.
The Library is then asked to authorise your payment.

Publisher:
Deal: (Discount)

SAGE
Standard APC is £1600. Sage offers a significant discount
provided journals are in the SAGE Choice collection and
NTU’s SAGE Premier package. Discounts cannot be applied
retrospectively to publications.
£200 flat rate for eligible journals.
Upon editorial acceptance of an article, the corresponding
author will be notified by the publisher that payment is due.
Springer
Standard APC is $3000. Springer has a national agreement
with UK institutions which effectively allows NTU authors to
publish gold open access free of charge in eligible Springer
Choice journals. You must be the corresponding author.
£0

NTU pays:
Procedure:
Publisher:
Deal: (Jisc compact
agreement)
NTU pays:

Document updated

Procedure:

You do not need to complete an OA Fund form as there is
no cost to NTU.
On acceptance of your article, Springer will send you a link
to the MyPublication form. State your NTU affiliation and
agree to the open access terms.
Springer will contact the library to verify your eligibility.

Publisher:
Deal: (offset agreement
via NESLi2 Voucher
Allowance)

Taylor and Francis/Routledge Open Select
Standard APC is £1788. Taylor and Francis offer a 75%
discount for their journal titles with the standard APC fee.
Ineligible titles: full open access journals including
T&F/Routledge Open; Cogent OA Series; and Informa
Healthcare.
£450
Author lets the publisher know they would like to publish
open access. Instructions for payment should then be
forwarded to the library.

NTU pays:
Procedure:

Publisher:
Deal:
NTU pays:
Author eligibility and
requirements/what you
need to do

Publisher:
Deal: (Pre-payment)

NTU pays:
Author eligibility and
requirements/what you
need to do

Publisher:
Deal: (Pre-payment and
off-setting)

NTU pays:
Author eligibility and
requirements/what you
need to do

Document updated

IEEE OA Unlimited ++
Standard APC is $1750. NTU have signed up to the IEEE
Unlimited scheme allowing corresponding authors to publish
gold in any IEEE title.
£0
You do not need to complete an OA Fund form as there is
no cost to NTU.
Authors must select the OA Unlimited publishing option on
acceptance of their paper.

Elsevier
APCs range between: $150 - $5000. NTU has a prepayment scheme with Elsevier giving authors a 10%
discount. Please note: only RCUK funded authors are
eligible for this deal.
Journal APC minus 10%
Elsevier will ask if you would like to go Gold on acceptance
of your article. Elsevier will then contact the library to
verify your eligibility.

Wiley
APCs range between: £624- £2,750. Wiley offer a 25%
discount for NTU authors using their Online Open scheme.
NTU have signed up to a pre-payment account which will
cover payment without authors needing to raise an invoice.
Journal APC minus 25%
Upon article acceptance, eligible authors will be notified via
email of their institution’s Wiley Open Access Account and
the opportunity to publish open access.
Only select the Online Open option if you have received ADR
approval and your OA Fund form has been sent to the
Library.
Wiley will contact the library to verify your eligibility.
Further instructions are available here.

Document updated

